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Dear Mr. Traversy, 
 
Subject:  Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. Application with respect to the 

implementation of Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703 (CRTC File No. 8622-
C182-201200063) 

 
Shaw Cablesystems G.P. Application to review and vary Telecom Regulatory Policy 
CRTC 2011-703 (CRTC File No. 8662-S9-201201342) 
 
Videotron G.P. Application to review and vary Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-
703 (CRTC File No. 8662-V48-201201772) 
 
Rogers Communications Partnership Application to review and vary Telecom 
Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703 (CRTC File No. 8662-R28-201201699) 
 
Bell Aliant Regional Communications, Limited Partnership and Bell Canada 
Application to review and vary Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703 (CRTC File 
No. 8662-B54-201202259) 
 
MTS Inc. and Allstream Inc. Application to review and vary Telecom Regulatory Policy 
CRTC 2011-703 (CRTC File No. 8662-M59-201202275) 
 
Telesave Communications Limited Applications to review and vary Telecom 
Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703 and Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-704 
(CRTC File No. 8662-T143-201202309) 
 
Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. Application to review and vary Telecom 
Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703 and Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-704 
(CRTC File No. 8662-C182-201202324) 
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1. Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. (“CNOC”) is in receipt of correspondence dated 8 March 

2012 from MTS Inc. and Allstream Inc. (“MTSA”), Telus Communications Company, as well as Vaxination 

Informatique (“Vaxination”) proposing various degrees of amalgamation of the above-cited eight proceedings (a 

follow-up Part I Application and seven review and vary applications) flowing from Telecom Regulatory Policy 

CRTC 2011-703 (“TRP 2011-703”) and Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-704 (“TRP 2011-704”) 

(collectively “Wholesale Rate Decisions”). CNOC is also in receipt of comments from Cogeco Cable Inc. 

(“Cogeco”), Rogers Communications Company (“Rogers”), Shaw Cablesystems G.P. (“Shaw”) and Videotron 

Ltd. with respect to the MTSA and Vaxination proposals. This is the first opportunity that CNOC has had to 

respond to all of these submissions, as it only received the MTSA filing later in the day on 9 March 2012. 

 

2. CNOC has a very significant interest in the outcome of all of these eight proceedings, as that outcome will 

determine whether CNOC members and other independent ISPs have a meaningful ongoing opportunity to 

compete in the provision of retail Internet and other high-speed services. For that reason, CNOC has initiated two 

of the eight applications relating to the Wholesale Rate Decisions currently before the Commission. 

 

3. CNOC concurs with MTSA that it would be much more efficient for the Commission to conduct one 

proceeding to deal with all of these applications. MTSA correctly points out that many of the issues described in 

the various applications deal with implementation matters and goes on to list some of those matters. However, 

MTSA did not list all of the implementation items raised by CNOC and did not acknowledge that CNOC’s 

applications also address a number of policy issues flowing from the Wholesale Rate Decisions. Thus, for 

example, the list of issues proposed by MTSA for a consolidated proceeding omits such issues as CNOC’s 

requests for orders: 

 

 Confirming that MTSA must allow its wholesale ISP customers to employ the same aggregated 

high-speed service provider interfaces (“AHSSPIs”) for both legacy and very high-speed digital 

subscriber line (“VDSL”) traffic, all under the rate structure approved in TRP 2011-703; 

 

 Confirming that Cogeco, Rogers, Shaw and Videotron must adhere to the speed-matching 

requirements of Telecom Decision CRTC 2006-77 (“TD 2006-77”) for both disaggregated and 

aggregated POIs during the transition period to aggregated POIs; 
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 Mandating annual reviews of the Bell, Cogeco, Rogers and Videotron capacity-based billing rates 

that will take into account the yearly declines in the costs of telecommunications facilities and 

increases in peak traffic demand; 

 

 Reducing the business wholesale high-speed access rates approved for Bell Aliant/Bell Canada 

(collectively “Bell”) and Telus approve in TRP 2011-704, such that the mark-up over Phase II costs 

employed in deriving those rates is no higher than the mark-up employed by the Commission in 

establishing the corresponding monthly residential wholesale high-speed access rates in TRP 2011-

703. 

 

4. Thus, while CNOC agrees with the list of issues contained in the MTSA submission as far as it goes, that 

list must not be used a means of narrowing the scope of the applications brought by CNOC or any other party 

with respect to the Wholesale Rate Decisions. Therefore, if the Commission does consolidate the proceedings 

flowing from the Wholesale Rate Decisions, CNOC requests that the Commission specifically clarifies that all of 

the issues raised in the eight applications will be considered in the consolidated proceeding. Doing otherwise 

would effectively pre-judge portions of those applications without due process, which is procedurally unfair to 

participants with vested interests and constitutes an error of law. 

 

5. CNOC also notes that Cogeco, Rogers, Shaw and Videotron each claim that their respective applications 

should be reviewed independently of other applications flowing from the Wholesale Rate Decisions on the basis 

that each of those applications deals with carrier-specific issues. While each cable carrier’s application relates to 

its own circumstances, the relief requested by each of them is inextricably linked to the broader relief sought by 

CNOC in its review and vary application. As a result, it would make little sense for those four cable carrier 

applications to be addressed independently of the CNOC application, when the issues raised in the CNOC 

application can also lead to adjustments to the same rates that the cable carriers are appealing. 

 

6. For this reason, CNOC also opposes Vaxination’s proposal to separate or delay consideration of the 

CNOC review and vary application from the other review and vary applications. 

 

7. MTSA is also requesting a procedural step under which all interested parties would file proposals with 

respect to the issues defined in the Notice of Consultation proposed by MTSA. CNOC is of the view that this is 
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appropriate to the extent that the Commission poses questions or discusses issues not already addressed in the 

eight applications flowing from the Wholesale Rate Decisions. However, to the extent that those issues have 

already been addressed by some parties, those parties should just be able to refile submissions on those issues if 

they so wish in the consolidated proceeding, in addition to having the freedom to file new materials on all issues 

under consideration. This is preferable to a requirement for parties to have to reformat or repackage content they 

have already provided to the Commission. 

 

8. Also, to the extent that rate methodologies will be examined in a consolidated proceeding, the existing 

tariff proceedings flowing from the Wholesale Rate Proceedings that are still in progress should be suspended 

until the Commission makes its determinations with respect to the consolidated proceedings. After that, any new 

principles and/or clarifications arising from those determinations could be applied to the pending rate applications 

and the tariff proceedings could resume on that basis. To the extent that some other new tariff proceedings may 

also be required as a result of a determinations in a consolidated proceeding as discussed herein, those follow-up 

tariff proceedings could also occur at that time. 

 

9. This also highlights the need to ensure that rates are in place for all wholesale high speed service 

elements, but that they are made (or kept) interim pending resolution of all eight applications discussed herein so 

that competition can still proceed to some degree while the Commission can make its determination in the 

consolidated proceeding and any follow-up tariff proceedings, and any required retroactive rate adjustments can 

then be made. 

 

10. Finally, CNOC concurs with MTSA’s request for transparency in the regulatory process. While the ideal 

situation would be for no incumbent information that is relevant to any of the proceedings discussed herein to be 

kept confidential so that interested parties can all participate openly and in a meaningful manner, if the 

Commission does not endorse that approach, at a minimum, parties should have access to all of the relevant 

information through counsel and experts according to the model employed by the Canadian International Trade 

Tribunal, as discussed in the CNOC application to review and vary the Wholesale Rate Decisions. 

 

11. For all of these reasons, CNOC urges the Commission to adopt the procedures proposed herein in 

disposing of the eight applications now before it flowing from the Wholesale Rate Decisions. 
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Yours very truly, 
 

 
William Sandiford 
Chair of the Board and President 
 
Copy:  Parties to TNC 2011-77 (via email) 
 Chris Seidl, CRTC (via email) 

Lynne Fancy, CRTC (via email) 
Tom Vilmansen, CRTC (via email) 

 Yvan Davidson, CRTC (via email) 
 Martin Brazeau, CRTC (via email) 
 Suzanne Bédard, CRTC (via email) 

 
*** END OF DOCUMENT *** 


